(EN) BLOGS - Group blogs.

At the University it is possible that we belong to certain work groups, for example, from our department, service or otherwise. By the fact of belonging to these work groups in "disco.uv.es" where we have shared spaces, the group can request the Servei d’Informàtica the creation of a Blog for the group, independent of the personal blog of each user.

Example of a group blog:

https://grupo.blogs.uv.es

A PAS or PDI can request a group blog associated with a working group on disco.uv.es. That is, if a user belongs to a group of disco.uv.es called "algebra", you can activate a blog for that group called https://algebra.blogs.uv.es.

The group blog can be accessed by members of that group to manage it. So the group blog can be managed by the members of the group or even allow the publication of content by other users or designated students.

**VIDEO-TUTORIAL**
(2 minutes)
REQUEST A WORKING GROUP ON DISCO.UV.ES. IN THE UV How to request a Working Group on disco.uv.es.

**VIDEO-TUTORIAL**
(1 minute)
ACTIVATE A GROUP BLOG IN THE UV Procedure to activate a group blog associated with the disco.uv.es group.

**VIDEO-TUTORIAL**
(1 minute)
ADMINISTER A GROUP BLOG IN THE UV How to manage our group blog.

**VIDEO-TUTORIAL**
(1 minute)
ADMINISTER OR ADD USERS IN A GROUP BLOG. Procedure to add users who will participate in the editing or administration of the group blog.